There is generally a lack of consensus in Antivirus (AV) engines' decisions on a given sample. This challenges the building of authoritative ground-truth datasets. Instead, researchers and practitioners may rely on unvalidated approaches to build their ground truth, e.g., by considering decisions from a selected set of Antivirus vendors or by setting up a threshold number of positive detections before classifying a sample. Both approaches are biased as they implicitly either decide on ranking AV products, or they consider that all AV decisions have equal weights. In this paper, we extensively investigate the lack of agreement among AV engines. To that end, we propose a set of metrics that quantitatively describe the different dimensions of this lack of consensus. We show how our metrics can bring important insights by using the detection results of 66 AV products on 2 million Android apps as a case study. Our analysis focuses not only on AV binary decision but also on the notoriously hard problem of labels that AVs associate with suspicious files, and allows to highlight biases hidden in the collection of a malware ground truth-a foundation stone of any malware detection approach. 1 We make available a full open source implementation under the name STASE at https://github.com/freaxmind/STASE
Introduction
Malware is ubiquitous across popular software ecosystems. In the realm of mobile world, researchers and practitioners have revealed that Android devices are increasingly targeted by attackers. According to a 2015 Symantec Mobile Threat report [1] , among 6.3 million Android apps analyzed, over 1 million have been flagged as malicious by Symantec in 2014 and classified in 277 Android malware families. To stop the proliferation of these malware, device owners and market maintainers can no longer rely on the manual inspection of security analysts. Indeed, analysts require to know beforehand all patterns of malicious behaviors so as to spot them in new apps. Instead, the research and practice of malware detection are now leaning towards machine learning techniques where algorithms can learn themselves to discriminate between malicious and benign apps after having observed features in an a-priori labelled set. It is thus obvious that the performance of the detector is tightly dependent on the quality of the training dataset. Previous works have even shown that the accuracy of such detectors can be degraded by orders of magnitude if the training data is faulty [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Following these findings, one can easily infer that it is also possible to artificially improve the performance of malware detectors by selecting a "ground truth" that splits around malware corner cases.
To build training datasets, Antivirus (AV) engines appear to be the most affordable means today. In particular, their use have become common thanks to online free services such as VirusTotal [7] that accepts the submission of any file for which it reports back the AV decisions from several vendors. Unfortunately, AV engines disagree regularly on samples. Their lack of consensus is actually observed in two dimensions: 1) their binary decisions on the maliciousness of a sample are often conflicting and 2) their labels are challenging to compare because of the lack of standard for naming malware samples.
To consolidate datasets as ground truth based on AV decisions, researchers often opt to use heuristics that they claim to be reasonable. For example, in the assessment of a state-of-the-art machine learning-based malware detection for Android [8] , the authors have considered the reports from only 10 AV engines, selected based on their "popularity", dismissing all other reports. They further consider a sample to be malicious once two AV engines agree to say so. They claim that:
"This procedure ensures that [their] data is (almost) correctly split into benign and malicious samples-even if one of the ten scanners falsely labels a benign application as malicious" [8, p. 7] To gain some insights on the impact of such heuristics, we have built a dataset following these heuristics and another dataset following another common process in the literature [9] , which considers all AV reports from VirusTotal and accepts a sample as malicious as long as any of the AV flags it as such. We compare the two datasets and find that the malware set in the first "ground truth" is reduced to only 6% of the malware set of the second "ground truth" dataset.
An in-depth study of different heuristics parameters can further reveal discrepancies in the construction of ground truth datasets, and thus further question any comparison of detectors performance. Similarly, the lack of consensus in label naming prevents a proper assessment of the performance of detectors across malware families.
In a recent work, Kantchellian et al. [10] have proposed weighting techniques towards deriving better, authoritative, ground truth based on AV labels. Our work is an in-depth investigation to further motivate this line of research by highlighting different facets of the problem. To that end, we propose metrics for quantifying various dimensions of comparison for AV decisions and labels. These metrics typically investigate to what extent decisions of a given AV are exclusive w.r.t other AVs, or the degree of genericity at which AV vendors assign malware labels.
Contributions:
We make the following contributions:
-We extensively overview the lack of consensus in AV engines' decisions and labels. Our work is a call for new approaches to building authoritative ground truth datasets, in particular for the ever-growing field of machine learningbased malware detection.
-Building on a large dataset of thousands Android apps, we provide insights on the practice of building ground truth datasets based on VirusTotal AV decisions. -We define metrics for quantifying the consensus (or lack thereof) among AV products following various dimensions. Based on the values of these metrics for extreme cases, they can be leveraged as good indicators for assessing a ground truth dataset. We further expect these metrics to be used as important information when describing experimental datasets for machine learning-based malware detection 1 .
Findings: Among the findings of this study, we note that:
-AVs that flag many apps as malicious (i.e. AVs that seem to favor high Malware Recall) are more consensual than AVs that flag relatively few samples (i.e. AVs that seem to favor high Precision). -Labels assigned to samples present a high level of genericity.
-Selecting a subset of AVs to build a ground truth dataset may lead to more disagreement in detection labels.
The remainder of this paper is presented as follows. Section 2 overviews related work which either inspired our work, or attempted to address the problem that we aim at quantifying. Section 3 presents the datasets that we have used for our study as well as the use cases we focus on. Section 4 presents our metrics and show-cases their importance. We discuss the interpretation of the metrics and their limitations in Section 5 before giving concluding remarks in Section 6.
Related Work
Our study relates to various work in the literature which have been interested in the collection of ground truth, in the automation of malware detection and those that have experimented with AV labels.
Security Assessment Datasets
Ground truth datasets are essential in the realm of security analysis. Indeed, on the one hand, analysts rely on them to manually draw patterns of malicious behaviors and devise techniques to prevent their damages. On the other hand, automated learning systems heavily rely on them to systematically learn features of malware. Unfortunately, these datasets are seldom fully qualified by the research community [11, 12] . This shortcoming is due to the rapid development of new malware [10] which forces the community to collect malware samples through generic techniques, which do not thoroughly validate the malicious behaviors [13] .
A number of researchers have lately warned that flaws in security datasets are frequent [11] and can lead to false assumptions or erroneous results [3, 10, 14] .
In their study, Rossow et al. [11] have analyzed the methodology of 36 papers related to malware research. Most notably, they observed that a majority of papers failed to provide sufficient descriptions of experimental setups and that 50% of experiments had training datasets with imbalanced family distributions. Related to this last point, Li et al. [14] raised a concern about such imbalances in clustering results. Using tools from a different domain (plagiarism detection), they were able to achieve results comparable to the state-of-the-art malware clustering algorithm at that time [15] .
Nowadays, research in malware detection is often relying on AV engines to build ground truth datasets. Unfortunately, AVs often disagree, and AVs may even change their decision over time [16] . With our work, we aim to provide metrics that describe the underlying properties of experimental settings, focusing on ground truth collection, to transparently highlight biases and improve reproducibility.
Studies on Anti-Virus Decisions and Labels
Canto et al. [3] support that clear interpretations of malware alerts should be provided due to inconsistencies between antivirus engines. In view of these concerns, Rossow et al. [11] have also proposed a set of recommendations to design prudent experiments on malware. Kantchelian et al. [10] referred to Li et al. [14] study to point out that malware datasets obtained from a single source (e.g. antivirus vendors) could implicitly remove the most difficult cases. They thus propose supervised models to weight AV labels.
Another work related to malware experiments is AV-Meter by Mohaisen & Alrawi [5] . In their paper, the authors have described four metrics to assess the performance of antivirus scanners on a reference set of malwares. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to formalize the comparison of security datasets. Their study also revealed that multiple antivirus are necessary to obtain complete and correct detections of malwares. Yet, AV-meter can not fully qualify datasets used in most common experiments. First, the metrics proposed by Mohaisen & Alrawi [5] are only applicable on ground-truth datasets where applications are known to expose malicious behaviors. In reality, this constraint can not be met due to the rising number of new malware samples which are created each year [10] . For instance, GData [17] experts identified more than 575 000 new malware samples between July and September 2015. This is an increase of 50% compared to the same period in 2014. Consequently, their study relied on a small dataset of 12 000 samples in order to ensure the correctness of their labels. In comparison, Arp et al. [8] performed a recent experiment on more than 130 000 samples. Finally, only four metrics were proposed by the authors, which may not describe all the characteristics necessary to avoid potential biases as mentioned in [3, 11, 14] .
Experiments in Android ML-based Malware detection
Android malware has attracted a lot of attention from the research community [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , and a number of machine learning based approaches have been proposed recently [8, 23, 24] . State-of-the-art work, such as DREBIN [8] have even shown promising results. However, we observe that machine learning approaches have not been widely implemented in the malware detection industry. Sommer & Paxson [25] have presented multiple reasons which distinguish the security domain from other Computer Science areas, such as image recognition or natural language translation, where machine learning has been applied successfully. In previous work, we have shown how experimental scenarios can artificially improve the performance of detectors in the lab and make them unreliable on real-world settings [26, 27] .
Our work here is about providing metrics to help researchers characterize their datasets and highlight their potential biases, as was recommended by Rossow et al. [11] and Sommer & Paxson [25] .
Preliminaries

Dataset of Android Apps and Antivirus
Our study leverages a large dataset of 2 117 825 Android applications and their analysis reports by 66 antivirus engines hosted by VirusTotal.
App dataset: Our application samples have been obtained by crawling wellknown app stores, including Google Play (70.33% of the dataset), Anzhi (17.35%) and AppChina (8.44%), as well as via direct downloads (e.g., Genome -0.06%) [28] .
AV reports: The AV reports were collected from VirusTotal 2 , an online platform that can test files against commercial antivirus engines 3 . For each app package file (APK) sent to VirusTotal, the platform returns, among other information, two pieces of information for each antivirus: Overall, we managed to obtain AV reports for 2 063 674 Android apps 4 . In this study we explore those reports and define metrics to quantify the characteristics of several tentative ground truths.
Variations in Experimental Ground Truth Settings
When experimenting with machine learning-based malware detector, as it is nowadays common among security researchers, one of the very first steps is to build a ground truth, for training and also assessing the detector. The question is then how to derive a ground truth based on AV reports of the millions of apps in existence. In particular, we focus on which samples are considered as malicious and included in the malware set of the ground truth. Based on methods seen in the literature, we consider the following three settings for building a ground truth:
Baseline settings: In these settings, we consider a straightforward process often used [9, 26] where a sample is considered malicious as long as any AV reports it with a positive detection. Thus, our ground truth with the Baseline settings and based on our 2 million apps, contains 689 209 "malware" apps. These samples are reported by AVs with 119 156 distinct labels. Genome settings: In a few papers of the literature, researchers use for ground truth smaller datasets constituted of manually compiled and "verified" malicious samples. We consider such a case and propose such settings where the malware set of the ground truth is the Genome [29] dataset containing 1 248 apps. AV reports on these apps have yielded 7 101 distinct labels. Filtered settings: Finally we consider a refined process in the literature where authors attempt to produce a clean ground truth dataset using heuristics. We follow the process used in a recent state-of-the-art work [8]:
1. Use a set of 10 popular AV scanners 5 .
2. Select apps detected by at least two AVs in this set. 3. Remove apps whose label from any AV include the keyword "adware". With these settings the malware set of the ground truth include 44 615 apps associated with 20 308 distinct labels.
In the remainder of this paper, we use D genome , D base , and D f iltered to refer to the three ground truth datasets. We did not performed supplementary preprocessings besides the heuristics we mentioned in the previous paragraph to avoid potential biases in our study.
Notations and Definitions
Given a set of n AV engines A = {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n } and a set of m apps P = {p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p m }, we collect the binary decisions and string labels in two n × m matrices denoted B and L respectively:
where entry b i,j corresponds to the binary flag assigned by AV a j to application p i and entry l i,j corresponds to the string label assigned by AV a j to application p i . String label l i,j is ∅ (null or empty string) if the app p i is not flagged by AV a j . For any settings under study, a ground truth D will be characterized by both B and L.
Let note R i = {m i,1 , m i,2 , · · · , m i,n } the i th row vector of a matrix M, and C j = {m 1,j , m 2,j , · · · , m m,j } the j th column. The label matrix L can also be vectorized as a column vector L = (l 1 , l 2 , · · · , l k ) which includes all distinct labels from matrix L, excluding null values (∅).
We also define six specific functions that will be reused through this paper: 
Definition of Metrics and Experiments
In this section we consider the two pieces of information, AV decision and AV label, and perform analyses that investigate various aspects of the inconsistencies that may be present among AV reports. We then propose metrics to quantify these aspects and allow for comparison between different ground truth datasets.
Analysis of AV Decisions
The primary role of an AV engine is to decide whether a given sample should be considered as malicious [13] . These decisions have important consequences in production environments since a positive detection will probably trigger an alert and an investigation to mitigate a potential threat. False positives would thus lead to a waste of resources, while False negatives can have dire consequences such as substantial losses. AV engines must then select an adequate trade-off between a deterring high number of false positives and a damaging high number of false negatives.
In this section, we analyze the characteristics of AV decisions and their discrepancies when different engines are compared against each other.
Equiponderance
The first concern in using a set of AV engines is to quantify their detection accuracies. If there are extreme differences, the collected "ground truth" may be polluted by decisions from a few engines. In the absence of a significant golden set to compute accuracies, one can estimate, to some extent, the differences among AVs by quantifying their detection rates (i.e., number of positive decisions). The number of detected apps indeed ranges from 0 to 367 435. This raises the question of the confidence in a "ground truth" when malicious samples can be contributed by AVs from the head and tail of the distribution. Indeed, although we cannot assume that AV engines with high (or low) detection rates have better performances, because of their potential false positives (or false negatives), it is important to consider the detection rates of AVs for a given dataset to allow comparisons on a common ground. A corollary concern is then to characterize the ground truth to allow comparisons. To generalize and quantify this characteristic of ground truth datasets, we consider the following research question: RQ1: Given a set of AVs and the ground truth that they produce together, Is the resulting ground truth dominated by only a few AVs, or do all AVs contribute the same amount of information?
We answer this RQ with a single metric, Equiponderance, which measures how balanced-or how imbalanced-are the contributions of each AV. Considering our baseline settings with all AV engines, we infer that 9, i.e., 13.5%, AVs provided as many positive detections as all the other AVs combined. The Equiponderance aims to capture this percentage in its output. Because maximum value for this percentage is 50% 6 , we weigh this percentage, by multiplying it by 2, to yield a metric between 0 and 1. We define the function Ouroboros [30] which computes this value and also returns the corresponding number of AVs, which we refer to as the Index of the Equiponderance. 
Exclusivity
Even in the case where several AVs would have the same number of detections, it does not imply any agreement of AVs. It is thus important to also quantify to what extent each AV tends to detect samples that no other AV detects. Fig. 2 plots, for every AV product, the proportion of exclusive detections (i.e., samples no other AV detects) over the total number of positive detection of this AV. Five AVs provide a majority of exclusive detections while a large part of other AVs (45) provides less than 10% such detections. For the 21 AVs that made the most positive detections, the proportion of exclusive detections remains below 16%, while the highest ratios of exclusive detections are associated with AVs that made a (relatively) small number of positive detections. Fig. 2 provides an important insight into Android malware detection by AVs: A very high absolute number of detections comes from adding more non-exclusive detections-not from detecting apps no other AV detects as could have been intuitively expected. The following research question aims at formally characterizing this bias in datasets: RQ2: Given a set of AVs and the ground truth that they produce together, what is the proportion of samples that were included only due to one AV engine?
To answer this RQ, we propose the Exclusivity metric, which measures the proportion of a tentative ground truth that is specific to a single detector. In D base , 31% apps were detected exclusively by only one AV, leading to an Exclusivity value of 0.31. On the contrary, both D genome and D f iltered do not include apps detected by only one AV and have an Exclusivity of 0.
Recognition
Because Equiponderance and Exclusivity alone are not sufficient to describe how experimental ground truth datasets are built, we investigate the impact of the threshold parameter that is often used in the literature of malware detection to consolidate the value of positive detections [8] . A threshold τ indicates that a sample is considered as a malware in the ground truth if and only if at least τ AV engines have reported positive detections on it. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is no theory or golden rule behind the selection of τ . On one hand, it should be noted that samples rejected because of a threshold requirement may simply be either (a) new malware samples not yet recognized by all industry players, or (b) difficult cases of malware whose patterns are not easily spotted [10] . On the other hand, when a sample is detected by λ or γ AVs (where λ is close to τ and γ is much bigger than τ ), the confidence of including the app in the malware set is not equivalent for both cases. Fig. 3 explores the variations in the numbers of apps included in the ground truth dataset D base as malware when the threshold value for detection rates (i.e., threshold number τ of AVs assigning a positive detection a sample) changes. The number of apps detected by more than τ AVs is also provided for the different values of τ .
Both bar plots appear to be rightskewed, with far more samples detected by a small number of antivirus than by the majority of them. Thus, any threshold value applied to this dataset would remove a large portion of the potential malware set (and, in some settings, shift them into the benign set). To quantify this property of ground truth datasets, we investigate the following research question: RQ3: Given the result of antivirus scans on ground-truth dataset, have applications been marginally or widely recognized to be malicious ?
We answer this RQ with a single metric, Recognition, which simply computes the average number of positive detections that are assigned to a sample. In other words, it estimates the number of AVs agreeing on a given app.
-Interpretation -proportion of antivirus which provided a positive detection to an application, averaging on the entire dataset -Minimum: 0 -when no detections were provided at all -Maximum: 1 -when each AV have agreement to flag all apps When a threshold is applied on an experimental dataset, the desired objective is often to increase the confidence by ensuring that malware samples are widely recognized to be malicious by existing antivirus engines. Although researchers often report the effect on the dataset size, they do not measure the level of confidence that was reached. As an example, the Recognition of D base is 0.09: on average, 6 (9%) AV engines provided positive detections per sample, suggesting a marginal recognition by AVs. The Recognition values for D f iltered and D genome amounts to 0.36 and 0.48 respectively. These values characterize the datasets by estimating the extent to which AVs agree more to recognize samples from D f iltered as positive detections more widely than in D base . AVs recognize samples from D genome even more widely. High values of Synchronicity should be expected for datasets where no uncertainty remains to recognize applications as either malicious or not malicious. D base presents a Synchronicity of 0.32, which is lower than values for D genome (0.41), and D f iltered (0.75). The gap between values for D genome and D f iltered suggests the impact that a selection of Antivirus can have on artificially increasing the Synchronicity of the dataset.
Synchronicity
Analysis of Malware Labels
Besides binary decisions on detection of maliciousness in a sample, AV engines also provide, in case of positive detection, a string label which indicates the type/family/behavior of the malware or simply identifies the malicious trait. These labels are thus expected to specify appropriately the threat in a meaningful and consistent way. Nevertheless, previous work have found that the disagreement of multiple AVs on labelling a sample malware challenges their practical use [2] [3] [4] [5] .
In this section, we further investigate the inconsistencies of malware labels and quantify different dimensions of disagreements in "ground truth" settings. OTHERS  20  19  18  17  16  15  14  13  12  11  10  9  8  7  6  5  4  3  2  1 Rank of most frequent labels Fig. 5 represents the distribution of the most frequently used labels on our D base dataset. In total, the 689 209 samples detected by at least one AV were labeled with 119 156 distinct labels. 68% of positive detections were associated with the most infrequent labels, i.e., outside the top 20 labels (grouped together under the 'OTH-ERS' label). The most frequent label, Android.Adware.Dowgin.I, is associated with 9% of the positive detections. In a ground truth dataset, it is important to estimate the balance between different malicious traits, so as to ensure that the reported performance of an automated detector can generalize. We assess this property of ground truth by answering the following research question:
Uniformity
RQ5: Given a ground truth derived by leveraging a set of AVs, are the labels associated to samples evenly distributed?
We answer this RQ with a single metric, Uniformity, which measures how balanced-or how imbalanced-are the clusters of samples associated to the different labels. The Uniformity metric is important as it may hint on whether some malware families are undersampled w.r.t others in the ground truth. In can thus help, to some extent, to quantify potential biases due to malware family imbalance. D base exhibits a Uniformity value close to 0 (12 × 10 −4 ) with an index of 75: 75 labels occur as often in the distribution than the rest of labels (119 081), leading to an uneven distribution. We also found extreme values for both Filtered and Genome settings with Uniformity of 0.01 and 0.04 respectively. These values raise the question of malware families imbalance in most ground truth datasets. However, it is possible that some labels, although distinct, because of the lack of naming standard, actually represent the same malware type. We thus propose to further examine labels on other dimensions. Once the distribution of labels has been extracted from the dataset, we can also measure how often labels are reused by antivirus. This property is an interesting behavior that Bureau & Harley highlighted [13] . If we consider the two extreme cases, AVs could either assign a different label to every sample (e.g. hash value), or a unique label to all samples. In both scenarios, labels would be of no value to group malware together [2] .
Genericity
In Figure 6 , we plot the number of detections against the number of distinct labels for each AV. While two AVs assign almost a different label for each detected sample (points close to the y = x line), the majority of AVs have much fewer distinct labels than detected samples: they reuse labels amongst several samples. These two different behaviors might be explained by different levels of genericity of labels. For example, using very precise labels would make the sharing of labels among samples harder than in the case of very generic labels that could each be shared by several samples. To quantify this characteristic of labels produced by a set of AVs contributing to define a ground truth, we raise the following research question: RQ6: Given a ground truth derived by leveraging a set of AVs, what is, on average for an AV, the degree of reuse of a label to characterize several samples?
We propose the genericity metric to quantify this information:
with o ← number of distinct labels -Interpretation -ratio between the number of distinct labels and the number of positive detections -Minimum: 0 -when every assigned label is unique -Maximum: 1 -when all labels are identical Genericity assesses whether AVs assign precise labels or generic ones to samples. Although detectors with low Genericity would appear to be more precise in their naming, Bureau & Harley [13] support that such engines may not be the most appropriate w.r.t the exponential growth of malware variants. The Genericity D base is 0.97, inline with our visual observation that there is far less distinct labels than positive detections. The Genericity values of D genome and D f iltered are equal to 0.82 and 0.87 respectively. 0  2  4  6  8  10  12  14  16  18  20  22  24  26  28  30  32  34  36  38  40 Number of distinct labels Mean ± 2 std y = x While Uniformity and Genericity can evaluate the overall distribution of labels that were assigned by AVs, they do not consider the question of agreement of AVs on each sample. Ideally, AVs should be consistent and provide labels similar to that of their peers. Even if this ideal case can not be achieved, the number of distinct labels per application should remain limited w.r.t the number of AVs agreeing to detect it.
Divergence
For D base , Fig. 7 plots the relation between the number of positive detections of a sample and the average number of distinct labels associated to it. As a confidence margin, we also draw an area of two standard deviations centered on the mean. We note that the mean value for number of labels grows steadily with the number of detection, close to the maximum possible values represented by the dotted line. The Pearson correlation coefficient ρ between these variables evaluates to 0.98, indicating a strong correlation. Overall, the results suggest not only that there is a high number of different labels per application on our dataset, but also that this behavior is true for both small and high values of positive detections. The following research question investigates this characteristic of ground truth datasets: RQ7: Given a set of AVs and the ground truth that they produce, to what extent do AVs provide for each sample a label that is inconsistent w.r.t. other AVs labels.
We can quantify this factor with the following metric that measures the capacity of a set of antivirus to assign a high number of different labels per application.
-Interpretation: -average proportion of distinct labels per application w.r.t the number of AVs providing positive detection flags -Minimum: 0 -when AVs assign a single label to each application -Maximum: 1 -when each AV assigns its own label to each application Two conditions must be met in a ground truth dataset to reach a low Divergence: AVs must apply the same syntax consistently for each label, and they should refer to a common semantics when mapping labels with malicious behaviors/types. If label syntax is not consistent within the dataset, then the semantics cannot be assessed via the Divergence metric. It is, however, often possible to normalize labels through a basic preprocessing step.
The Divergence values of D base , D f iltered and D genome are 0.77, 0.87 and 0.95 respectively. These results are counter-intuitive, since they suggest that more constrained settings create more disagreement among AVs in terms of labeling.
Consensuality
To complement the property highlighted by Divergence, we can look at the most frequent label assigned per application. Indeed, while the previous metric describes the number of distinct labels assigned per application, it does not measure the weight of each label, notably that of the most used label. Yet, to some extent, this label could be used to infer the family and the version of a malware, e.g., if it used by a significant portion of AVs to characterize a sample.
To visualize this information, still for D base , we create in Fig. 8 a plot similar to that of Fig. 7 , looking now at the average number of occurrence of the Most Frequent Label (MFL) against the number of positive detections per application. 8  10  12  14  16  18  20  22  24  26  28  30  32  34  36  38  40 Occurences of the most frequent label Mean ± 2 std y = x The correlation coefficient ρ between the two variables is 0.76, indicative of a correlation. Nevertheless, the relation is close to the potential minimum (x-axis). This is in line with our previous observations on D base that the number of distinct labels per application was high. The plot further highlights that the most frequent label for an application is assigned simultaneously by one to six AVs (out of 66) on average. This finding suggests that, at least in D base , using the most frequent label to characterize the malicious sample is not a sound approximation. The following research question generalize the dimension of disagreement that we investigate:
RQ8: Given a set AVs and the ground truth that they produce, to what extent can we rely on the most frequently assigned label for each detected sample as an authoritative label?
We answer this RQ with the Consensuality metric:
-Interpretation -average proportion of AVs that agree to assign the most frequent label. The frequency is computed per sample. -Minimum: 0 -when each AV assigns to each detected sample its own label (i.e., unused by others on this sample) -Maximum: 1 -when all AVs assign the same label to each sample. Different samples can have different labels however A high Consensuality value highlights that the used AVs agree on most applications to assign a most frequent label. This metric is important for validating, to some extent, the opportunity to summarize multiple labels into a single one. In the D base set, 79% detection reports by AVs do not come with a label that, for each sample, corresponds to the most frequent label on the sample. The Consensuality value of the set evaluates to 0.21. In comparison, the Consensuality values for D f iltered and D genome are 0.05 and 0.06 respectively.
Resemblance
Divergence and Consensuality values on D base suggest that labels assigned to samples cannot be used directly to represent malware families. Indeed, the number of distinct labels per application is high (high Divergence), and the most frequent label per application does not occur often (low Consensuality). We further investigate these disagreements in labels to verify whether the differences between label strings are small or large across AVs. Indeed, in previous comparison, given the lack of standard naming, we have chosen to compute exact matching. Thus, minor variations in label strings may have widely influenced our metric values. We thus compute the similarity between label strings for each application and present the summary in Fig.9 . For each detected sample, we computed the Jaro-Winkler [32] similarity between pairwise combinations of labels provided by AVs. This distance metric builds on the same intuition as the editdisance (i.e., Levenshtein distance), but is directly normalized betwen 0 and 1. A similarity value of 1 implies the identicality of strings while a value of 0 is indicative of high difference. We consider the minimum, mean and maximum of these similarity values and represent their distributions across all apps. The median of mean similarity values is around 0.6: on average labels only slightly resemble each other. The following research question highlights the consensus that we attempt to measure: RQ9: Given a set AVs and the ground truth that they produce, how resembling are the labels assigned by AVs for each detected sample?
We answer this metric with the Resemblance metric which measures the average similarity between labels assigned by set of AVs to a given detected sample.
with j = j , li,j = ∅, l i,j = ∅, li,j ∈ B, l i,j ∈ B and n i = positives(Ri), 2 ≤ n i ≤ n -Interpretation estimation of the global resemblance between labels for each app -Minimum 0 when there is no similitude between labels of an application -Maximum 1 when labels are identical per application
Resemblance assesses how labels assigned to a given application would be actually similar across the considered AVs. This metric, which is necessary when Divergence is high and Consensuality is low, can evaluate if the differences between label strings per application are small or large. D base , D f iltered and D genome present Resemblance values of 0.63, 0.57 and 0.60 respectively. Combined with the Divergence metric values, we note that reducing the set of AVs has not yielded datasets where AVs agree more on the labels. Table 1 summarizes the metric values for the three settings described in Section 3.3 that researchers may use to build ground truth datasets. The higher values of Recognition and Synchronicity for D genome and D f iltered in comparison with D base suggest that these datasets were built with samples that are well known to be malicious in the industry. If we consider that higher Recognition and Synchronicity values provide guarantees for more reliable ground truth, then D genome and D f iltered are better ground truth candidates than D base . Their lower value of Genericity also suggests that AV labels provided are more precise than that in D base . At the same time, higher values of Equiponderance and Uniformity imply that both AV detections and labels are more balanced across AVs.
Discussions
Comparison of Ground-Truth Approaches
Divergence and Consensuality values however suggest that the general agreement on AV labels has diminished in D genome and D f iltered in comparison with D base . The Exclusivity value of 0 for D genome and D f iltered further highlights that the constraints put on building those datasets may have eliminated corner cases of malware that only a few, if not 1, AV could have been able to spot.
We also note that D f iltered has a higher Synchronicity value than D genome , indicating that its settings lead to a selection of AVs which were more in agreement on their decision. In contrast, the Divergence values indicate that the proportion of distinct labels for each sample was higher in D f iltered than in D genome , suggesting that decisions in D genome are easier to interpret for each sample. Nevertheless, the classification of samples in malware families would be more difficult because of the higher proportion of distinct labels to take into consideration.
Limitations and Future work
The collection of metrics proposed in this paper is focused on the quantification of nine characteristics that we considered relevant based on our experience and the literature related to malware experiments [3, 10, 11, 13] . Hence, we do not attempt to cover the full range of information that could be quantified from the output of AV scans. In addition, our analysis of antivirus reports has exposed a global lack of consensus that has been previously highlighted by other authors for other computing platforms [2, 4, 13, 33] . Our work cannot be used to solve the challenge of naming inconsistencies directly. Instead, the metrics we presented can be used to evaluate ground truth datasets prior and posterior to their transformation by techniques proposed by other authors [6, 10, 34] .
As future work, we will focus on surveying parameter values to yield ground truths that are suitable to practionners' constraints for consensus and reliability in accordance to their use cases.
Conclusion
We have investigated the lack of consensus in AV decisions and labels using the case study of Android samples. Based on different metrics, we assessed the discrepancies between three ground truth datasets, independently of their size, and question their reliability for evaluating the performance of a malware detector. The objective of our work was twofold: (1) to further motivate research on aggregating AV decisions results and improving the selection of AV labels; (2) to provide means to researchers to qualify their ground truth datasets, w.r.t AVs and their heuristics, so as to increase confidence in performance assessment, and take a step further to improve reproducibility of experimental settings, given the limited sharing of of security data such as samples.
